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Test results

Action 10 foot S001964

Jump ex Classic 100

Kahuna Classic 10 foot Orange

Kmart 10 foot with enclosure
42497134

Lifespan Hyperjump Plus

Plum Space Zone 10 foot

Springfree Trampoline Medium
Round R79

Vuly Thunder Medium

Costs
Price ($)

$400

$589

$309

$189

$449

$400

$1699

$1000

Recommended products
Recommended

Yes

Scores
Overall score (%)

32%

36%

28%

35%

34%

35%

93%

35%

Performance score (%)

20%

20%

20%

20%

20%

20%

100%

20%

Ease of use score (%)

61%

73%

46%

70%

67%

70%

76%

70%

Reasonably straightforward to

Reasonably straightforward to

The trampoline passed all

Reasonably straightforward to

Reasonably straightforward to

Reasonably straightforward to

Overall, the best trampoline on

Reasonably straightforward to

assemble.

assemble.

structural tests: the frame and

assemble.

assemble (but see the bad points

assemble.

test.

assemble.

Passes all structural, impact and

The trampoline passed all impact

safety tests: the frame and

tests: the trampoline gives good

enclosure are strong and durable

protection from any impacts

and the trampoline gives good

against the frame, mat, and

protection from any impacts

enclosure.

Comments
Good points

The zippered entry/exit on the

enclosure are strong and durable .

enclosure is very easy to use.

for further comments on this).

against the frame, mat, and
enclosure. There are no signi cant
entrapment hazards on the
trampoline.
The supplied instructions are
excellent; they are clear and very
easy to follow.
The entry/exit on the enclosure is
very easy to use.
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Action 10 foot S001964

Test results
Bad points

Jump ex Classic 100

Kahuna Classic 10 foot Orange

Kmart 10 foot with enclosure
42497134

Lifespan Hyperjump Plus

Plum Space Zone 10 foot

Springfree Trampoline Medium
Round R79

Vuly Thunder Medium

Fails safety tests, with several

Fails safety tests, with several

Fails safety tests, with some

Fails safety tests, with several

Fails safety tests, with several

Fails safety tests, with several

The spring rods are comparatively

Fails safety tests: the trampoline's

major safety hazards: the

major safety hazards: the

major safety hazards: the

major safety hazards: the

major safety hazards: the

major safety hazards: the

dif cult to t to the frame ; this

frame fails structural integrity

trampoline's frame, mat and

trampoline's frame, mat and

trampoline's padding was

trampoline's frame, mat and

trampoline's frame, mat and

trampoline's frame, mat and

makes the overall assembly a bit

tests (a leaf spring deformed and

enclosure failed various tests for

enclosure fail various tests for

damaged (torn) during impact

enclosure fail various tests for

enclosure fail various tests for

enclosure failed various tests for

harder than for most other

dislodged under stress testing).

structural integrity and impacts,

structural integrity and impacts.

tests; the enclosure isn't tall

structural integrity and impacts.

structural integrity and impacts,

structural integrity and impacts,

models. Make sure you've got

Gaps between the leaf springs

and for hazards including head

Gaps between the springs

enough; and the trampoline has

Gaps between the springs

and for hazards including head

and for hazards including head

other people on hand to assist;

present a head entrapment

entrapment and

present a head entrapment

safety hazards including head

present a head entrapment

entrapment and

entrapment and

alternatively, it could be worth

hazard to a child playing under

pinching/crushing/shearing

hazard to a child playing under

entrapment between the springs

hazard to a child playing under

pinching/crushing/shearing

pinching/crushing/shearing

having the trampoline

and around the trampoline. We

hazards.

and around the trampoline. We

and between the mat and the

and around the trampoline. We

hazards.

hazards.

professionally assembled.

view these as less serious than a

view these as less serious than a

enclosure net, and

view these as less serious than a

head entrapment hazard inside

pinching/crushing/shearing

head entrapment hazard inside

Product labels and safety

Product labels and safety

Comparatively expensive.

the enclosure and mat area, as

hazards.

the enclosure and mat area, as

warnings are not as per standard

warnings are not as per standard

requirements.

requirements.

Six bolts were missing from the
supplied parts, which was very
inconvenient for assembly.
Replacement bolts of the same
size were sourced and used
instead. It's possible the bolts
were lost in transit or were
removed by the retailer to supply
another customer.
Product labels and safety
warnings are not as per standard
requirements.

hazards on the exterior of the
trampoline are not likely to be
encountered at force and a
supervising adult can intervene
more easily. The springs also
present a pinching hazard.
Product labels and safety
warnings are not as per standard
requirements.

Product labels and safety
warnings are not as per standard
requirements.
No printed assembly or safety
instructions are supplied at all;
instead you are directed to a
website. This made assembly
more dif cult than it ought to be
(even though the parts go

hazards on the exterior of the
trampoline are not likely to be
encountered at force and a
supervising adult can intervene
more easily. The springs also
present a pinching hazard.
Product labels and safety
warnings are not as per standard
requirements.

certi cation that this trampoline
has passed the Australian
standard in another lab; it's
possible that samples vary and
that not all samples will pass.

the enclosure and mat area, as
hazards on the exterior of the
trampoline are not likely to be

While the parts go together

encountered at force and a

reasonably easily during asembly,

supervising adult can intervene

the trampoline comes in just two

more easily. There are also

large heavy boxes which take two

pinching hazards between the

people to handle. Most other

leaf springs and frame ring.

trampolines come in three or

Product labels and safety

more boxes, which distributes the

warnings are not as per standard

weight and makes handling

requirements.

easier.

together relatively easily). You

The manufacturer provided

head entrapment hazard inside

The manufacturer disputed our

have to print out the instructions

ndings as they have tested this

yourself, or work from reading a

model to the Australian standard

screen, which is less convenient

and found it passed. An

and may lead to assembly errors

accessory skirt is available at

and misuse of the trampoline.

extra cost to cover the leaf
springs and help prevent any
entrapment and pinching hazards
in that area.
Comparatively expensive.

Speci cations
Type

Spring

Spring

Spring

Spring

Spring

Spring

Springless

Springless

Shape

Round

Round

Round

Round

Round

Round

Round

Round

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

actionsports.com.au

jump extrampoline.com.au

klika.com.au

kmart.com.au

lifespanoutdoors.com.au

plumplay.com.au

springfreetrampoline.com.au

vulytrampolines.com.au

Diameter (foot)
Contact
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